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THE ORBITAL PERIOD OF LV HERCULISTORRES, G.Harvard{Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138, USAe-mail: gtorres�fa.harvard.edu

The variability of this star (TYC 2076-1042-1; 17h35m32:s4, +23Æ1003100, J2000; Sp F9,V = 10:9) was announed by Ho�meister (1935), but has reeived little attention sinethen. Zessewitsh (1944) reported a period of 2.634 days and lassi�ed it as an Algol typesystem, but in a later study presenting times of minimum (Zessewitsh 1954) the periodis listed as being 5.2674 days, or twie as long. Further times of minimum for LV Herwere given by Huth (1964), but they do not seem to �t either ephemeris.Spetrosopi observations were reported by Popper (1996), who determined the spe-tral type of the nearly equal omponents to be G0, in good agreement with the F9 typeimplied by the Str�omgren photometry by Hildith & Hill (1975). Popper expressed diÆ-ulty in �nding an orbital period �tting his observations, and ruled out the value of 5.2674days. Less than half of his 29 spetra showed double lines, indiating substantial orbitaleentriity. The mass ratio was estimated to be lose to unity. He onluded that anorbital period of 9.218 days �ts 11 of his 13 double-lined spetra, with an eentriity of0.45, and also seems to agree with the times of minimum reported by Zessewitsh (1954).However, he pointed out that this period is inonsistent with two of his observations, andthat a further more serious inonsisteny is given by the fat that the total mass for thesystem implied by the 9.218-day period orbit is only about 1.0 M�, muh too small fortwo main-sequene stars of spetral type F9 or G0 in an elipsing system.LV Her was observed spetrosopially at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for As-trophysis (CfA) in order to larify the issue. A total of 18 observations have beenobtained to date with an ehelle spetrograph on the 1.5-m Tillinghast reetor at theF. L. Whipple Observatory (Mt. Hopkins, Arizona, USA). A single ehelle order spanning45 �A was reorded at a resolving power of �=�� = 35;000, entered at a wavelengthof 5187 �A. Radial veloities for both omponents were derived with the two-dimensionalross-orrelation tehnique TODCOR (Zuker & Mazeh 1994), whih uses two templates,one for eah omponent. The templates for this star were seleted from an extensivelibrary of syntheti spetra based on model atmospheres by R. L. Kuruz (available athttp://faku5.harvard.edu), omputed by Jon Morse (Morse & Kuruz, in prepara-tion).An exellent �t to the veloities was found for a period of 18.13120 days, whih is nearlytwie the tentative period given by Popper. The observations and the double-lined orbitalsolution are shown graphially in Fig. 1, and the preliminary elements are given in Table 1.The orbit is indeed quite eentri, and the mass ratio lose to unity, as reported by
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Popper. More importantly, the minimum masses of the omponents, while still relativelypoorly determined beause of the lak of observations near maximum veloity separation,are lose to 1 M� for eah star, in exellent agreement with the spetral type. Grids ofross-orrelations against templates over a range of e�etive temperatures indiate thatboth stars are best �t with spetra having a temperature of 6000 K, orresponding tospetral type F9. This on�rms Popper's lassi�ation, and leaves little doubt that theperiod in this well-detahed system now is well established. From the measured projetedrotational veloities (v sin i = 12 km s�1 for both stars), the omponents appear to besynhronized with the orbital motion at periastron (pseudo-synhronized).

Figure 1. Spetrosopi orbital solution for LV Her
The ephemeris for elipses that we derive for LV Her from these data is:Min I = 2; 450; 538:23 (� 0:20) + 18:13120 (� 0:00074)� E;Min II = 2; 450; 535:24 (� 0:12) + 18:13120 (� 0:00074)� E:A diÆulty remains, however, in that the published times of minimum do not �t thisephemeris. Apsidal motion, though ertainly possible in this eentri system, is expetedto be very small due to the wide separation of the stars, and thus annot explain thedisrepany.Further times of minimum would be very helpful to improve our knowledge of the sys-tem, and the ephemeris presented above is intended to failitate the observation. Completephotoeletri light urves on a standard system are also needed in order to establish theabsolute dimensions of the omponents aurately. To this end, spetrosopi observationsof LV Her will ontinue at the CfA until a de�nitive orbit is obtained.
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Table 1: Preliminary spetrosopi elements for LV HerParameter ValueP (days) 18.13120� 0.00074 (km s�1) �10.34� 0.20KA (km s�1) 59.2� 3.6KB (km s�1) 60.7� 3.7e 0.562� 0.027! (deg) 351.4� 1.0Tperi (HJD) 2,450,536.485� 0.028aA sin i (106 km) 12.22� 0.54aB sin i (106 km) 12.52� 0.55MA sin3 i (M�) 0.93� 0.12MB sin3 i (M�) 0.91� 0.12q �MB=MA 0.976� 0.016N 18�A (km s�1) 1.00�B (km s�1) 1.08
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